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I.

Proiect Backeround and Preliminarv Desien (30-40 Percent) Information
(Provide general information at a conceptual level)

1.

Describe the goals and objectives of the project and its relative impàrtance to the success of
DNRP program goals and mandates. (Note: If the project is comprised of emergency work,
then fill out and file this form within 30 days of completion of emergency work )

The project objectives are to improve the freshwater survival of threatened salmonids (Puget Sound fall
Chinook salmon and steelhead trout) by restoring a dynamic mosaic of riverine and floodplain habitats
that is selÊsustaining over many decades. Specific, habitat-related project objectives related to this goal
include:

>
>

Remove the 1,600-foot-long Lones Levee;

>
>
)
>

Place large wood throughout the floodplain and river;

Redistribute native sand and gravel material from the levee's core to adjacent river and floodplain
areas to the extent feasible within other project objectives and constraints;

Restore natural hydraulic connectivity to the historical river channel behind Lones Levee;
Remove invasive plants and revegetate with native plant species; and
Construct a new setback revetment further back in the floodplain with wood structures that will be
more beneficial to fish habitat than the existing rock revetment.

Project constraints include the following infrastructure, physical, and regulatory considerations:

>
>
>
>
>

Maintain or improve upon existing levels of erosion and flood protection for adjacent private property;
Provide an access road along the County easement for future flood facility maintenance;
Protect existing wetlands, streams, and native vegetation within the project footprint where possible;

Do not increase risk of channel migration to downstream properties relative to current risk;
Comply with County "zero rise" policies to complete a project that maintains pre-project 1O0-year
flood elevations; and

>

Comply with County policies regarding compensatory flood storage, which require balancing cut and
filI within multiple elevation "bins."

The project is located within a reach that is identified in salmon recovery plans as one of the highest value
reaches on the river for salmon. The Middle Green (river miles (RM) 3I-62) is widely recognized as
critical to the recovery of viable salmon populations within the Green/Duwamish watershed. The 2005
GreerVDuwamish and Central Puget Sound V/atershed Salmon Habitat Planl discusses recovery in the
Middle Green subwatershed, and within the sub-reach where the project is located in particular, as

follows:

"By all accounts, this sub watershed contained the most diversity of habitats and was the most heavily
used for spawning by Chinook and other salmon species. Work done by Benda et al. (2004) suggests
that this sub watershed (especially segment 4) contained the core habitat for the fall Chinook
population of the Green River and probably acted as a refugium for the population. Present conditions
show a marked decrease in channel habitat diversity, in off channel (lateral) habitat diversity,
floodplain connectivity, riparian forest, and large woody debris accumulations. The recovery of
function in this reach is deemed critical to achieving viability for the Green River population. With

this in mind, the re-establishment of habitat conditions sufficient to regain the refugia function in
Segment 4 (river miles 31 to 45) is the main objective for this subwatershed."
The project will directly address the restoration priorities identified for the Middle Green subwatershed,
which include:

"...

the direct rehabilitation of particular habitat types and riparian structure throughout the
subwatershed, particularly in Segment 4. The strategy provides for a distribution of habitat types that
mirrors the historical template and should achieve the necessary capacity to support viability."

Although habitat restoration is the primary goal of this project, other important objectives include:

>

Maintain or improve current levels of flood hazard protection of private property, farmland, and public
infrastructure; and

>

Consider and address potential effects the project may have on recreational boater safety as a result
restoring the natural processes of channel migration and wood recruitment and retention.

2.

of

Describe the existing (and historic, if relevant) site and reach conditions, including
structural features, channel form, and the presence of naturally-deposited large wood.

The construction of Lones Levee was completed in 1960 to protect farmland to the north from continued
channel migration following a period of extreme peak flooding in the late 1950s in the Green River,
which led to rapid channel migration toward what is now the Coates tree farm property. The levee has
successfully limited channel migration, though it has not eliminated the channel migration hazards to the
property via other potential pathways (Figure l). Through the process of limiting channel movement to
the north, Lones Levee has also simplified the channel geometry, disconnected valuable off-channel

I Green/Duwamish and Central Puget Sound Watershed Vy'ater Resource Inventory Area 9 (WRIA 9) Steering Committee.
August 2005. Salmon Habitat Plan - Making Our Watershed Fit for a King. Prepared for the V/RIA 9 Forum. Available at:
https://www.govlink.org/watersheds/9/plan-implementation/rWRlA9Salmon%2OHabitatPlanFull.pdf.
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habitat from the river, and reduced the quality and quantity of significant habitat features (e.g., logjams,
scour pools, forested islands, side channels) throughout 80 acres ofriver channel and forested floodplain
over the last 50+ years. Levee construction also coincided closely with the closure of Howard Hansen
Dam in the upper Green River, which has limited peak flows and reduced sediment delivery to the site
since 1962.
The following losses of high-quality salmon spawning and rearing habitat occurred rapidly after levee
construction, and the degraded conditions have persisted for decades:
connected hydraulically to the mainstem at high
salmon stranding.

flows-likely

creating unnatural levels ofjuvenile

>

45 acres of forested floodplain areas on the left and right banks within, upstream, and downstream of
the project area have been static relative to an upstream reference reach and have low connectivity with
the mainstem. Side-channel and oxbow creation, and other habitat-forming processes creating and
sustaining off-channel features, have also been limited due to constrained channel migration.

>

25 acres of active river channel have been confined to a single, naffow channel--coarsening substrate
and reducing the number of pools and corresponding tail-outs that are important for successful
spawning. The single-thread channel also increases channel incision and further disconnects the river
from its adjacent floodplain, reducing frequency of overbank flows and accessibility of off-channel
rearing habitat for juvenile salmon.

Though construction of Lones Levee, and other farm levees in the reach, has limited channel movement in
the project reach, the channel has continued to migrate within afairly wide meander belt upstream of the
project reach. Appendix C of the 30% Basis of Design Report (Cardno 20192) documents historical and
recent migration trends within the project reach. This reach-scale migration has resulted in episodic
movement of the channel into forested areas, resulting in recruitment and deposition of wood into the
channel, posing a challenge to recreational users within the reach.

From a boating perspective, the project reach has been subject to accumulation of both individual wood
pieces and large accumulations of wood (naturally forming logjams) throughout recent history (Figure 2).
The river within the project reach currently contains multiple logjams that pose potential hazards to river
users. These logjams are often formed near the downstream end of tight meander bends, where line of
sight is minimal and opportunities for egress are limited. Between 2017 and2019, there have been nearly
full-spanning logjams at the downstream end of Lones Levee that have required monitoring, signage, and
in some cases alteration by the King County Sheriff s office (KCSO).

2

Cardno. 2019.30% Basis of Design Report: Lones Levee Setback and Floodplain Reconnection Project. Prepared for King
County Ecological Restoration and Engineering Section. April.
J

Figure 1. Existing conditions at the Lones Levee site.

Figure 2. Existing recent wood hazards within the project reach.
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3.

Describe what is known about adjacent land uses and the type, frequency, and seasonality
ofrecreational uses in the project area. Are there nearby trail corridors, schools or parks?
What is the source(s) of your information?

The land immediately adjacent to the project area is privately owned and used for agricultural and
residential purposes. King County Parks manages several natural areas upstream of the project reach
including the Doreen Johnson Conservation Area, Metzler Park, and Green River Natural Area.
These parks properties are used for passive recreation including walking and fishing, but do not have
boat ramps or river access near the parking lot that supports frequent river access by recreational
users. The closest boat ramp/popular river access upstream of the project site that is regularly used
by boaters is at the Whitney Bridge, roughly 3.5 miles upstream.
Several different types of recreational boaters use the Green River. To better delineate user groups
and numbers, King County commissioned a study of river recreation users in the Middle Green
River in20I3. The study, completed by Herrera Environmental Consultants, used remote cameras
placed at typical put-in and take-out locations to characteríze the user types and estimate the total
numbers of river users in this section of river (Figure 3). Kayakers and other skilled users more
typically use the reach upstream of Whitney Hill Bridge and within Flaming Geyser State Park. The
project reach and the Middle Green River are regularly used by anglers in drift boats, rafts, and other
watercraft during salmon fishing season, primarily in the fall and early winter, while floating this
reach on inner tubes and small rafts is a popular recreational activity in the summer.
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Figure 3. Recreational boater access points on the Green River. Past, proposed, and future levee
setback projects in the Middle Green River are shown with letters: "L" is the Lones Levee site.
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The recreational use survey conducted between July 25 and September 17 of 2013 showed that
approximately 1,100 people floated from the Whitney Hill Bridge downstream, 800 of whom were
in inner tubes without paddles and most of whom did not use personal flotation devices (PFDs)
(King County 20ß).3 Most users who put in at the Whitney Bridge presumably float downstream to
a parking area adjacent to the river along SE Green Valley Road, just upstream of the Aubum-Black
Diamond Road, a total approximate river distance of 8 miles.This is a very long, slow float in the
summer and users often underestimate its duration-resulting in occasional trespassing on private
property in the project reach as users attempt to retum to their vehicles, according to local
landowners.Data from the recreational boating survey confirm that most users put in at Whitney Hill
Bridge in the late afternoon for what could be a 6- to 8-hour float to the next formal downstream
take-out (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Groups using the middle Green River by time of day

While Metzler Park and the Green River Natural Area river access points above the project area have
trails to the river, these trails are undesirable for egress and not likely used by many floaters. Metzler
Park is only a short - 2-mile float downstream of the Whitney Hill Bridge put-in and requires
floaters to carry their vessels out on a 0.25-mile-lorig trail. The Green River Natural Area trail at
Burns Creek is at least 0.25 mile long as well, and there is limited roadside parking in this area.

4.

Describe the conceptual design of large wood elements of the project, including, if known at
this stage Ìn the designo the amount, sizer location, orientation, elevation, anchoring
techniques, and type of interaction with the river and stream at a range of flows.

The Lones Levee Removal and Floodplain Reconnection project includes placement of wood elements
within the existing oxbow, along existing and created gravel bars, at side channel inlets, and throughout
the reconnected floodplain (Figure 5). Under the current design iteration (40%), the wood structures can

'

Kittg County. 2013. Middle Green River Recreation Use Survey. Completed by Herrera for King County Water and Land
Resources Division.
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be divided into four primary categories based upon their design intent, intended interaction with the river,
and wood material sources. These categories are: oxbow protection jams, gravel bar and side channel inlet
jams, floodplain roughening complexes, and floodplain roughening logs.

Oxbow protection
jams

Floodplain
Roughening Complex

Gravel bar and Side
Channel Inlet Jems

Floodplain roughness

Floodplain

logs

Roughening Complex

Figure 5.40% design concept showing all wood placement types.

As part of the removal of the levee, pilot channel creation, construction of oxbow structures, and
placement of salvaged sand and gravel levee material, approximately 700 existing floodplain trees are
anticipated to be salvaged and incorporated into the overall wood design. Table I below shows the
anticipated number of salvaged trees, categoÅzed by diameter class and species type.

Table

1

Trees

I)iameter Class and

Total

Diameter Class
(inches)

<11

t2-17

t8-29

30-47

Deciduous

260

225

109

20

J

6r7

Coniferous
Total

36

26

15

1

0

75

296

251

t2t

2t

3

692

¿48

Of the approximately 700 salvaged trees, 300 are within the smallest diameter class (<11-inch diameter)
and will be incorporated into the proposed wood structures as smaller racking logs and slash material. The
7

remaining 400 large trees will be used as structural elements for the gravel bar and side channel inlet
jams, floodplain roughening complexes, and floodplain roughening logs. The oxbow protection jams will
be constructed from mostly imported coniferous logs (e.g., Douglas fir) to meet the more stringent
structural design and life expectancy constraints for these structures. Salvaged trees will be harvested onsite in a manner that preserves the condition of the trees and retains their rootwads.
The placement, type, orientation, and anchoring design for each of the wood elements has been informed
by a hydraulic model of the project reach. A hydraulic model is a tool used to characterize flow pattems,
estimate velocities, predict water depths, and assist in design of wood structures. For the Lones Levee
project, the project team developed a two-dimensional hydraulic model of the project area, which offers
high-resolution data with respect to predicted hydraulic conditions at each structure locations such as the
oxbow protection jams. Hydraulic output of flow depth, velocity, and water surface elevation during the
100-year flow event was used to inform the structural design and stability requirements of the wood
elements in the project. Hydraulic output was also developed at a flow of 600 cubic feet per second (cfs)
for use in evaluating hydraulic conditions during the higher end of typical recreational flows. More
information on the application of this model data in design is provided in sections below.

A) Oxbow Protection Jams
The oxbow protection jams consist of 10 groups of large and small triangular log structures that project
from the right (north) bank of the oxbow behind the existing Lones Levee. The design intent of these
structures is to function as a series of groins and redirect flows away from the bank, limit northward
migration of the Green River under a future condition where the mainstem of the river re-occupies its pre1960 planform along the current oxbow, and create complex hydraulic conditions favorable to salmon at a
range of flows and life stages. These structures will also function as a King County river facility and as
such are designed to be stable during the design flow conditions (1O0-year), meet or exceed a 30-year
lifecycle, and be designed such that they can be adaptably managed andlor augmented with new materials
in the future when the installed logs reach the end of their design life.
The oxbow projection jams consist of paired large and small triangles that extend 40 feet to 20 feet from
the edge of the oxbow bank and downward from the top of bank to the bottom of the oxbow channel
(Figure 6). The height of the jams is up to the 1O0-year water surface elevation in the oxbow and above it
on the oxbow bank. Spacing between the structures ranges from 50 feet to 70 feet between adjacent
structures. The location and orientation of the structures is designed to integrate with the existing rock
groins installed in the late 1950s, utilize existing large trees along the bank, and minimize tree removal
while maintaining spacing requirements for protection of the bank from erosion.
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Figure 6. Oxbow protection jams (flow is right to left).
Oxbow structures are designed to be stable at the 1O0-year flow event to provide erosion protection to the
agricultural land north of the oxbow. Structural stability is achieved with a combination of timber piles,
lashing to existing large trees, boulder collars, and self-ballasted wood structures. The spacing and
orientation of the jams is designed to mimic traditional rock groin structures where the spacing is related
to the projected length of the groin and the angle of attack of the prevailing river flow. The areas between
the jams are protected by the hydraulic shadow of the upstream log structures and will result in
hydraulically complex habitat along the bank, with areas of slower flow and potential sand deposition
between the structures.

During and immediately following construction, these structures will be isolated from the main river flow,
but will see smaller flows from the three pilot channels at a wide range of flow conditions. The oxbow
structures are design to remain stable under a future condition where the mainstem re-occupies the oxbow
and the structures are exposed to the full hydraulic forces of the river. To inform design based on a
potential future condition, hydraulic output from the river bend directly across the channel was used in the
stability analysis for these structures. In this representative meander bend, the flow is approximately 8 feet
deep with velocities around 6 feet per second during the 1O0-year flow. These hydraulic variables were

9

applied to the stability analysis for these structures to ensure that they remain stable and functional
full river flow in the future.

if

exposed to the

It should

be noted that the oxbow jams are designed to protect the adjacent farmland from erosion should

the river ever fully re-occupy portions or the entirety of the oxbow. Multiple channel evolution scenarios
predict partial or full re-occupation of the oxbow, but scenarios under which the channel does not shift
position into the oxbow are also entirely feasible. Should the channel either progressively or quickly
move across the floodplain toward the oxbow, large swaths of forested areas would be eroded in the
process, recruiting a good deal of wood into the channel. This channel migration process could result in a
temporarily hazardous condition for boaters until such time that recruited wood is either shifted into
discrete assemblages (logjams) or transported downstream. Ultimately, hydraulic conditions along the
right bank of the oxbow during recreational flow levels are expected to have velocities in the 2to 3 feet
per second range. The oxbow jams serve as large hydraulic obstructions, pushing flows toward the center
of the channel and creatin g a zone of quiescent water in the downstream zones that will likely accumulate
fine sediments. Design features have been added to the oxbow jams to account for the potential risk faced
by boaters under a future scenario; these measures are described in sections below.

B) Gravel Bar and Side Channel Inlet Jams
These wood element types will be placed on existing and created gravel bars and at the inlet of the
upstream pilot channel. The design intent is to redirect flows to promote hydraulic and planform
variability, promote short-term stability of gravel features, and place salvaged wood in locations where it
will be hydraulically engaged with the channel during higher flow events. These structures will be
constructed of large trees salvaged on-site and will incorporate large amounts of racking and slash
materials from the smaller salvaged trees and other woody material generated on-site. All structures in
this category will be placed riverward of the existing Lones Levee alignment and are anticipated to be at
least partially engaged with the fullrange of flows immediately following construction.
The gravel bar jam placed at the constructed gravel bar along the levee alignment will be the largest
structure of this type and will extend from the bottom of the channel up to the 1O0-year water surface
elevation (Figure 7). This will be the most robust of these structures and is stabilized by backfill salvaged
from the levee removal. This structure is designed to be stable under its as-built conditions, but it is
anticipated that as the structure is exposed to repeated high flows, portions of the gravel bar will be
eroded and transported downstream, likely leading to gradual mobilization of some of the wood from the
structure. If channel planform shifts in a manner that more directly aligns main channel flow toward this
structure, it is also possible thatit will recruit additional mobilized instream wood and grow in size over
time.
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Figure 7. Gravel bar jam design concept showing one large (upper left comer) and three smaller (middle)
gravel-ballasted log structures.
The three gravel bar jams located along the existing gravel bar riverward of the current levee alignment
will stabilize existing small wood accumulations, increasing their hydraulic interaction with flow, and
may shift flow toward the oxbow and the second pilot channel (Figure 7). Stability of these structures is
achieved through embedding longer logs in the gravel bar and placing salvaged levee gravel and sand to
provide additional ballast. These structures will be designed to be stable under the as-built conditions, but
are not designed to be permanently stable should the reach planform shift and these structures be attacked
head-on by the main channel.
The last structure of this type is a large jam located on the downstream side of the inlet to the upstream
pilot channel (Figure 8). This structure is designed to encourage flows into the pilot channel and stabilize
the location of the inlet. This structure will be stabilized by weaving large salvaged logs within existing
trees and embedding longer logs within the floodplain. Similar to other structures of this type, this jam is
designed to be stable at the as-built conditions, but is not designed to withstand a full-scale river
migration through the structure; however, it is designed large enough and is tied into existing trees, and
thus is likely to be a considerable impediment to rapid channel migration and may contribute to a future
flow split in this area.

ll

Figure 8. Side channel inlet jam concept showing one large (upper left) and one small inlet jam. Note
nearly-spanning natural jam upstream on left bank that is a significant hazard to unskilled boaters.

C) Floodplain Rouehness Complex
The floodplain roughness complexes are located at two locations within the floodplain where large
volumes of salvaged trees will be placed within existing forest stands. The design intent of these
structures is to provide a significant obstruction to migration should the river begin to move through these
areas. These structures will be 8 to l0 feet in height on top of the existing floodplain, resulting in their top
elevation being well above the 10O-year flow.
The downstream floodplain roughening complex is located at the outlet of the oxbow and will be
stabilized by weaving large salvaged logs through the stand of existing trees, which includes multiple
large cottonwoods (Figure 9). The placement and orientation of this structure is designed to limit
northwestern migration of the channel at the oxbow outlet should the river migrate toward this area from
the southeast via continued left bank erosion.
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Figure 9. Floodplain roughness concept in downstream reach (Green circle) with existing trees also shown
(red dots). Trees in blue shaded areas will be felled while those outside of those areas will be used to
provide logjam stability.
The upstream floodplain roughening complex is location between the upstream oxbow cell and the
proposed setback revetment along the King County easement in the Coates parcel (Figure 5). Similar to
the downstream structure, this will be placed within a stand of large trees on the floodplain and will
extend well above the 100-year flow.

D) Floodplain Rouehness Loss
These structures consist of small groupings of salvaged logs placed along the floodplain throughout the
oxbow, along the removal levee alignment, and in the downstream floodplain. These structures are
intended to increase roughness along the floodplain and oxbow, promote hydraulic variability, and
improve wood loading in the project reach. They will be stabilized by placing the logs against existing
trees and/or embedding portions of the logs. These structures are intended to respond dynamically to

planform changes within the reach with structures being mobilized completely or racking additional wood
and growing in size and function depending on channel alignment and location in the future.

5.

What is the intended function of the placed wood? What role does the placed wood have in
meeting the project's goals and objectives? Is the project intended to recruit or trap
additional woody debris that may be floating in the river?
t3

The intended function of each specific design element that involves placement of wood is described
above. The important role that wood plays in historical natural channel processes and in
development of functional aquatic habitat is well documented and accepted by river restoration
professionals throughout V/ashington, the greater Northwest, and the United States. For the Lones
Levee Removal and Floodplain Reconnection project, the primary role of wood will be to:

1.

Limit channel migration northward into King County facilities and private property following
levee removal.

2. Temporarily stabilize pilot channel inlets and constructed gravel bar features.
3. Split flow from the main channel toward side channels at moderate and higher flows.
4. Roughen the floodplain in key areas to reduce overbank velocities and limit future channel
5.
6.

movement through floodplain areas.
Create hydraulic complexity and diverse aquatic habitat-including deep pools for adult salmon
and slow water areas for rearing juvenile salmon.

Utilize all trees harvested during construction activity to maintain existing wood loading in the
river and floodplain.

Trees are currently being recruited regularly to the river from the adjacent forested floodplain
throughout this reach, and wood floating in the river is regularly trapped in the narrow constriction
points between the right bank levee and the left bank forest-creating very hazardous baseline
conditions from a boater safety perspective. Following removal of the levee and other project
actions, we expect continued recruitment of trees from the adjacent floodplain. Placed and recruited
trees are likely to continue to trap additional wood that may be floating in the river. Channel
widening in the downstream portion of the project reach may reduce the potential for development
of full-spanning jams that currently accumulate in that area and often pose significant hazards to
boaters.

6.

Describe how public safety considerations have been incorporated into the project design
[see section 1.8.2 of Ordinance 1658U and include a description of how the six (6) key steps
provided in Public Rule LUD 12-1, Appendix A. (Rute) Section V.2.A. i)-vi) have been
addressed.

i) In designing the placement of wood in the project, the project team will gather available information
and take into account the expected type, frequency and seasonality of recreational uses as an important
element in its overall consideration of impacts to public safety of the proposed proiect.
This section of river is regularly used by anglers in drift boats, rafts, and other watercraft during
salmon fishing season, primarily in the fall and early winter. Floating the Green River, particularly
on inner tubes and small rafts, is a popular recreational activity in the summer; the level of use
within this particular reach by tubers is described above in the response to question #3. While use by
this group is not as high as in other County project locations such as the Cedar River or the
Snoqualmie at Fall City Reach, the design team recognizes that there are a considerable number of
unskilled users in this reach who may have limited ability to maneuver around wood hazards.

ä) Consideration of public safety in the conceptual design will include but not be limited to the following
factors: the location, orientation, elevation, and size of the wood placement, the method of anchoring or
t4

securing the wood placement, the degree of interaction betweenflowing water and the placed wood
during projectedflow regimes, includingflows commonly experienced in the recreational seasons, and
input received through the public outreach process.
Skilled users during moderate to higher fall/winter flows.
The location and orientation of placed wood structures will be designed to reduce the level of hazard
presented to boaters during the likely seasonality of use. The majority of river use in the reach is by
an_glers during salmon fishing season (typically September through December). During this time period,
the median (50% exceedance) flow is slightty above 1,000 cfs. Hydraulic modeling has been completed
for a similar flow value (1,800 cß), and the results have helped the design team evaluate the risk of placed
wood structures to this recreational user group. Figure 10 depicts unit discharge vectors at 1,800 cfs,
showing the direction and intensity of flow, which is a good indicator of the location of the majority of
flow during a flow of similar magnitude.

Figure 10. Unit discharge vectors, Lones Reach, 1,800 cfs.
The vectors indicate that the majority of flow in the as-built condition during a representative recreational
flow regime is still in the main thalweg of the river, away from the most riverward woody structures
(represented by the three orange and yellow polygons in the middle of Figure l0). Boaters would likely be
pulled toward the south bank along the main flow pathway during a 1,800 cß event, and not drawn
toward the wood structures to the north, with the exception of the side channel inlet at the upstream end of
the site. Skilled boaters using this reach during high flows are likBly to be able to avoid the jams under
current conditions, although those conditions are expected to change over time.

Unskilled users during moderate to low summer flows

-

side channel inlets and bar jams

During moderate to low flow, floaters could encounter the side channel inlet jams. These structures are
located along an outside meander bend to assist in maintaining hydraulic conveyance into the pilot
15

channels. These wood structures will be set back into the floodplain slightly such that they do not create
immediate boating hazards, and will be passively anchored so they are similar to naturally occurring wood
features. However, following one or several flood seasons it is likely that some of the placed wood could
be exposed near or in the mainstem of the channel at this outside-bend location, where floaters could find
themselves due to the flow vectors associated with the large natural jam immediately upstream. Modeled
600 cfs flow vectors (see Figure 11 below) suggest that velocities at this more common suÍtmer flow are
low and should allow most floaters to move toward the left bank, away from any wood hazards around the
side channel inlets. However, it is recognízedthat some unskilled floaters could find themselves near
these inlet jams at times, and mitigation measures have been developed accordingly.

Figure 1. Velocity vectors, Lones project inlet jams, 600 cfs.

After meeting with River Safety Committee (RSC) members, design changes were made to reduce the
likelihood that significant wood hazards would develop at the side channel inlets and other gravel bar
jams. Long trees with large rootballs are used to stabilize logjams due to their large mass. One of the
most stable configurations for those logs in natural systems is with the rootball facing upstream due to
hydraulics, though as noted by RSC members these rootballs can be snaggy and dangerous from a boater
perspective. At these side channel inlets, designers propose to add a large volume of smooth racking logs
(8- to 12-inch-diameter by 20- fo 30-foot-long trees with no branches) immediately upstream of the
rootballs and main structural part of the logjams (Figure 12). These racking areas form naturally and
provide a slow water pillow in front of logjams during most flows, often causing deposition of coarse bed
material immediately upstream that may result in an exposed gravel bar at low flow (e.g., Rainbow Bend
side channel inlet).
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Figure 12. Side channel inlet jam design modification to reduce wood hazards in this location.
be placed during construction rather than waiting for them to recruit. Between the
potential gravel bar development and smooth racking members functioning as bumper logs, these side
channel inlets should be fairly benign at most flows when inner-tubers are present. Other skilled boaters
with oars are not likely at risk from these types of river margin jams, even at higher flows as discussed
These racking logs

will

above.

While the boater safety design measures proposed may reduce wood hazards in this area in the
near term, it should be recognized that rapid and significant change would occur as the river
continues to migrate into this forested floodplain area. Natural processes of channel migration,
wood recruitment and wood racking are much more likely to influence wood hazards than these
design additions. Monitoring and signage will be important and occasional minor adjustments or
portage routes around hazards may be necessary. This level of site inspection and management is
consistent with current practices in this reach. Other measures to reduce use of this already
hazardous reach by unskilled, unprepared boaters will be discussed later in this document.
Skilled and unskilled users during all flows

-

oxbow jams

Future channel position has been considered and described in a geomorphic assessment completed by
Cardno. The project team has deemed the possibility of the river re-occupying the old oxbow over the
long term as probable and desirable from a habitat standpoint, but the timing and rate of re-occupation is
not predictable. It is possible that only small side channels (e.g., Rainbow Bend) persist in the remnant
oxbow channel for many years after construction. However, historical photos show that it is also possible
for the river to shift quickly during large floods in this reach.
t7

If the river does shift course and re-occupies the oxbow, many additional trees will be recruited into the
river as the channel works across the floodplain toward the relict 1950s river channel. This wood is likely
to create a significant but perhaps temporary hazard in the relict channel as large volumes of wood are
introduced into the system that may take some time to settle into more stable configurations. The most
probable and practical ways to manage wood hazards in this channel re-occupation scenario will be for
the KCSO to:

>
>

Inspect the site to identifu and place signs directing boaters around oxbow hazards-that is, toward a
portage route that is likely to be within the current mainstem channel (Figure 13); and

Institute a temporary river closure at the Whitney Bridge put-in if no portage route is possible and
hazards are deemed extremely unsafe.

Figure 13. Relict oxbow channel area and ELJs, showing potential portage route.
Long term, if the river enters into a channel position occupying the oxbow, the oxbow protection jams
would likely be located on the outside of a meander bend. To offset the risks posed by these structures
along the outside of a meander, the design team is currently considering installing oobumper logs"
upstream of these structures to create a barrier for craft being swept into the jams (Figure 14). These logs
would consist of salvage wood placed off the top of bank and protruding in front of the jams.
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Figure 14. Oxbow ELJ details with additional bumper logs shown.
äi) In designing the specffic placement of large wood, the design team will seek to maximize achievement
of stated project goals and objectives while minimizing potential public safety rislçs, including risks to
recreqtional users, and will seek to ensure that the procedures and design options affording the greatest
safetyþr river users are of primary consideration in design concerns involving a balancing of importønt
public purposes as it addresses safety issues.
The design team has been mindful of recreational users throughout the design process and has
incorporated numerous elements into the preliminary design intended to protect public safety and
minimize impacts to recreational uses. Consideration of potentialhazards has progressed through a series
of steps including early identification of risks, data collection to understand specific site conditions that
affect those risks, and evaluation and assessment using available tools. Howevet, the design team must
also ensure that the project meets its primary goal of restoring dynamic river processes, including the
restoration of large wood as an integral element of floodplain structure and function, enhancing floodplain
connectivity, and restoring river processes that create and sustain spawning, rearing, and refuge habitat for
salmonids.

t9

Recognizing that design modifications are not likely to reduce risk significantly over the long term, a sitespecific post-project adaptive managsment plan is being developed to outline a series of responses that
can be employed to help address recreational safety and site-specific hazards that may evolve after the
project is constructed within a reasonable post-project timeframe. Key elements of that site management
plan include:
> Annual monitoring of the project site for hazards

> Continued signage of natural wood hazards in the reach and occasional adjustments
) Increased signage at boat ramps, including
- Monitoring, alerts, and pictures regarding current conditions
- Advisories including float times, maps showínghazard location, haul-outs, project locations,

etc.

targeting unskilled users in particular

>

Striving to discourage use of this reach by that user group entirely over time
Potential improvement of signage at upstream haul-out locations

Potential increase in KCSO patrols at boat ramps in the suÍìmer and provision of a PFD handout.

iv) Conceptual project designs will be informed by standard design practices with inputfrom professional
designers with expertise influvial geomorphology, ecology, river hydraulics and civil engineeringwith
hy dr aul

ic analy s is exp er t i s e.

The design team consists of a multidisciplinary team of engineers, ecologists, and geologists with extensive
knowledge of Northwest rivers and many years of experience designing stream and river restoration projects.
A consultant team supports the County, with technical experts from Cardno, Indicator Engineering, and
Shannon and V/ilson, who bring extensive expertise in large wood design, hydraulic modeling, ecology, and
geomorphology. The Cardno team has a combined experience of more than 100 years designing projects in
Northwest river systems, as does the King County team.
v) All projects that incorporate lørge wood in rivers and streams will undergo review and approval
engineering plans and analysis from a Licensed Professionol Civil Engineer.

of

The multidisciplinary team noted above, overseen and directed by licensed professional engineers, as well as
licensed geologists/geomorphologists, is preparing the project design. The final project plans will be stamped
by Jack Bjork of Cardno, a river engineer with more than 40 years of experience.
vi) All projects that incorporate large wood with the stated objective of providing ecological benefits will
undergo review and øpproval from a professional ecologist (i.e., persons with an advanced degree in aquatic
and/or biological sciences from an accredited university or equivalent level of experience).
The team includes several ecologists meeting those criteria. The senior ecologist on the team is a fisheries
biologist with both an advanced degree and l8 years of experience planning, designing, implementing, and
monitoring stream and river restoration projects. The project plans are also being reviewed by the Unit
Manager, who has over 30 years' experience in the field of ecological restoration.
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schedule for completing project milestones (30-40% design, final
design, major construction/earthmoving) and for soliciting public input)?

7. \ilhat is the anticipated

Distribution of 30Yo design plans & instream checklist for public

comment

Process
Permit submittal
Completio n of 60Yo plans
Final Plan completion
Construction
SEPA

August 2019
September 201 9

Febtuary 2020
May-Octobet 2020 ot 2021

Date

1
, Project Supervisor or

July 2019
JulY 2019

Unit Manager

2l

II.

Pre-Construction Information (70Yo or I00% design with permits) These questions relate to the
designed and permitted project. Information should include input resultingfrom permit review process,
SEPA, boater safety meetings and øny other

1. Have any answers
interim? ff

provided in Section I at the Preliminary Design Phase changed in the
soo provide the new answers and the rationale for the change.

2.

The Rule requires project review and approval by a Licensed Professional Civil Engineer. The
Engineer will ensure appropriate application of engineering studies and design standards.
Describe the design review and approval process for the project, including review by the
licensed professional engineer, as well as reviews by other licensed technical staff such as
Licensed Geologist and Licensed Engineering Geologist. Speciff the Engineer of Record for
the design and any other Licensed Professionals who have sealed their portion of the design
plans. \ilas the review and approval completed?

3.

The Rule requires project review and approval by a King County Professional Ecologist (e.g.,
person with an advanced degree in aquatic and/or biological sciences from an accredited
university or equivalent level of experience) if ecological benefits are an intended project
objective. The Ecologist witl evaluate the consistency of the design with project goals, existing
environmental policies and regulationso and expected or known permit conditions. Speciff the
Reviewing Ecologist for the project. Was this review and approval completed? Please describe
steps undertaken by the Ecologist.

4. \ilhat regulatory

review or permits are required for the project (e.g. HPA, Clearing and
Grading permit, COE permits)? List any conditions or requirements included in the permit
approvals relevant to placement of large wood in the project.

5.

What specific actions or project elements were employed to consider pubtic safety in the final,
permit-approved design?

6.

Describe how the Public Outreach requirements in Rule Section V.3. have been addressed.

7.

Describe the input received from the public and how, if appropriate, the project team has
responded to this input.

8.

Describe any additional design modifications or mitigating actions that were or will be taken in
response to the public comments.

9. \ilill

further educational or informational materials be made available to the pubtic to heighten
awareness of the project (e.g., public meetingo press release, informational website, or
temporary or permanent signage posted in the vicinity of the project)? If so, explain.

Project Manager

Supervising Engineer, Project Supervisor or Unit

Date

Manager
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Date

